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part two of six:
the monster’s due
on yanc y stree t

that’s
some comic
book…

Problems.

“In some sense man is a microcosm of the universe; therefore what man is, is a clue to the universe.” --David Bohm

We all
got them.

yeah.
it is.

but ya
got the
real thing
here!
oh man-the thing!

that’s
me all
right.

Right now on
Yancy Street,
we all got the
same problem.
A big one.

you’re
here!

awright! awright!

on yancy
street!

you’re
back!

I’m
eduardo! I
growed up
here too! at
one ninetyeight! what
was your
building?

I get it, kid. but
yer layin’ it on thick.
I get
why yer
excited to
see benjamin
j. grimm, everlovin’ blueeyed thing. but
there’s also
somethin’
I don’t
get…

why’s yer
nose in a comic
book when yer
eyeballs should
be lookin’
upstairs?

I get
to the
bottom of
problems…

…that’s
what I do.

I was reading these
stories, trying to figure
out how to defeat galactus.
the fantastic four
did it before.

get out
of here!

buddy…
there ain’t
no more
ff.

whenever you show up--trouble follows! we never
had these kinds of problems before!

you
monster!

I dedicate my brains and
everything I’ve learned to make
the world a better place.

are you kidding me,
lady? this is the
thing! he’s saved
us more times than
you can count
on fingers and
toes.

so why don’t you put that shoe
back on, then hop over here and
get your other shoe. put that on
too--and start walking!

I try my
hardest.

I do that because
nothing actually worth
doing is ever easy.

easy,
kid…

now lissen
up, people! I
know ya didn’t
want galactus
knocking on
yer door. yer
scared.
but
let’s keep
calm…

I try to do
my best.

…let’s
let calmer
heads do
their
thing.

I do that because
that’s what people
deserve from the
gifts given to me.

I hope I can
fix this.

even
the terrible
galactus is
so
not immune to
you’re sure
change. now he can
the eater of
bring life as he
worlds is not…
once brought
uh…here to
destruction-eat us?

a couple
hours ago a golden
galactus steps on
yancy street
and we still don’t
have a plan?!
I have to
finish my homework
before my mom
lets me save
the world.

I’m going to
need help.

--but today he
brings neither.
merely a
message.

Hold it
right there,
Silver Surfer!
I’m smarter
than mister
fantastic ever
was. that’s a
fact.

and my
former master
commanded I
find the heir of
reed richards.
for once he was the
smartest there
is, until he was
no more.

the former herald of
galactus is not here to bandy
the brainpower of humans.

you
brought
it up!

enough…

galactus
awaits!

you’ll
catch me if
I fall, right,
human
torch?

moon
girl…

...when you
come faceto-face with
galactus…

